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EQUIPMENT CATALOG
PEARS AFFECTED BY PEAR PSYLLA

Left: Moderately scattered
Right: Heavily concentrated

PEAR PSYLLA
MAY 1990 (Previously January 1964)
D’ANJOU PEARS

Well Formed
Lower Limit
U.S. Extra No. 1

Fairly Well Formed
Lower Limit
U.S. No. 1

Not Seriously Misshapen
Lower Limit
U.S. No. 2

These photographs illustrate shape of D’Anjou pears with folded or slanted stem end.

PR-CP-2
SHAPE
MAY 1990 (Previously October 1967)
PEARS

SLIDE 134 -- PSYLLA
PEARS

SLIDE 135 -- PSYLLA
PEARS

SLIDE 238 – ANJOU RUSSETTING
PEARS

SLIDE 239 – ANJOU RUSSETING
PEARS

SLIDE 241 – ANJOU RUSSETTING
PEARS

SLIDE 242 – ANJOU RUSSETTING
PEARS

SLIDE 243 – ANJOU RUSSETING
PEARS

SLIDE 245 – ANJOU SHAPE